An Entropy-based method for identifying mutual exclusive driver genes in cancer.
Cancer in essence is a complex genomic alteration disease which is caused by the somatic mutations during the lifetime. According to previous researches, the first step to overcome cancer is to identify driver genes which can promote carcinogenesis. However, it is still a big challenge to precisely and efficiently extracting the cancer related driver genes because the nature of cancer is heterogeneous and there exists tremendously irrelevant passenger mutations which have no function impact on the cancer's development. In this work, we proposed a novel entropy-based method namely EntroRank to identify driver genes by integrating the subcellular localization information and mutual exclusive of variation frequency into the network. EntroRank can take into full consideration of different properties of driver genes. Considering the modularity of driver genes, the mutated genes in the network were firstly clustered into different subgroups according to their located compartments. After that, the structural entropy of the gene in the subgroup was employed to measure its indispensability. Considering mutual exclusive property between driver genes in the modules, relative entropy was utilized to measure the degree of mutual exclusive between two mutated genes in terms of their variation frequency. We applied our method to three different cancers including lung, prostate and breast cancer. The results showed our method can not only detected the well-known important drivers but also prioritized the rare unknown drivers. Besides, EntroRank can identify driver genes having mutual exclusive property. Compared with other existing methods, our method achieved a better performance for most of cancer types in terms of Precision, Recall and Fscore.